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Southern Skies 
By Leo Cavagnaro 

Southern Messier Marathon Star Party 
 

 
 
 

T he Messier Marathon is by far one of the 

favorite events for G.A.M.A. Every year we go 

to Uspallata Valley about 70 miles to the northwest 

of Mendoza City. Uspallata is a small village so 

UNTIL NOW we are not having serious problems 

with light pollution if we move a few miles away. In 

the village you will find restaurants, two hotels, one 

hostel and several good places to observe from. 

  

 

 

 

 

This year we celebrated the Marathon on Friday 

February 4th, Saturday the 5th, and Sunday the 6th. 

Friday night was superb, I think we had a perfect 

seeing and the Eta Carinae region looked marvelous 

to the naked eye. 

  

 

 

On the other hand, Saturday night, the official night 

of the Marathon, was mostly cloudy. However, the 

sky was clear since 3am so we could enjoy the stars 

from that hour until sunrise, including the Whirlpool 

galaxy (M51) which is visible at only a few degrees 

above north horizon. 
 

Some G.A.M.A. members in the observing site during the 9th 
edition of the Modified Messier Marathon for Southern Observ-
ers. Left to right, Laura and her nephew, Graziano and his new 
12-inch Newtonian telescope and Leo Cavagnaro. 

Laura Horta & Violeta Alonso, two G.A.M.A. members waiting 
for darkness. The telescope is a 16-inch dobsonian donated to 
G.A.M.A. by Joe Rottmann from Vancouver, Washington. 

A view of the foothills to the east from the observing site.  
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Setting up the telescopes 

Group photo. Some of the observers at the site situated about 
10 minutes to the north of the Uspallata village.  

G.A.M.A. members and friends talking and waiting for the 
observation. 

A green laser pointing at the rising Southern Cross. 


